MINUTES OF MEETING 19/03/09

PRESENT: Anna, James, Rob, Jono, Ceri, Nicola, Irma, Nicky

Apologies: Sharon, David, Navine

Chair: Anna; Minutes by Nicky

Feedback from IT group:- Nicola discussed having a high resolution logo – liaising with Anna. Martin has now provided one.

Food Group:- A lot of feedback, please refer to Food Group minutes.
In short:- The Food Group are meeting with Sian Reid. Ceri and Dave Fox have had a planning meeting already. The Food Group will also lead with any correspondence with/regarding the East of England Assembly emergency mandate.

Education Group:- The “The Story of Your Breakfast” workshop with Harambee went really well. Rosie is putting together a download resource pack for teachers. It was agreed to give the group up to £50 initially to help with materials etc.

Environment Festival:- We have a full schedule! James will forward a timetable of all our events. It was agreed to charge £1 per person at each event. As we will need a lot of volunteers it was suggested we put a call out for help in the bulletin. It has proved difficult to synchronise a date with Tony Juniper so we agreed to rebook possibly in July – Irma to organise.

Strawberry Fair:- We have a stall booked, volunteers will be needed on the day, Jono, Irma and Nicky signed up so far. It was agreed that we would like an hour to show some short films in the Schnews tent. Nicky has agreed to champion for this event.

Meeting with Cambridge Carbon Footprint:- James and Anna discussed TC 12 month plan and clarified our similar roles and how we advertise our separate events, we will continue to advertise for each other. CCF are planning the following: Train the Trainer, Food for the Soul, outreach to the richer members of society.

A.O.B:- We have a limited Public Liability Insurance, it was agreed to pay £170.00 to get a more comprehensive package. Anna organising this.

No personal details (phone numbers, addresses) to be advertised in the bulletin unless permission has been given.